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This adorable book shows how to make a wide variety of birds by needle feltingâ€”sculpting wool

roving into a three-dimensional figure using a special barbed needle. Each project includes a fun

photo of the project with step-by-step instructions that result in 20 types of feathered friends!With

Felted Feathered Friends, you'll learn to make endearing creatures such as:- A snowy owl- A

peacock- A Great Blue Heron- A bluebird- A robin- A flamingo- A pair of lovebirds- And much

moreThese delightful creations will put a smile on anyone's face, and withÂ easy-to-follow directions

and the author's enthusiastic and expert guidance, anyone can take part in the feathered fun!
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I am new to needle felting and found this book very helpful for providing ideas and step-by-step

instructions.I have created several of the pieces illustrated in the book and am pleased with the

results.

I'm new to felting and am working my way through this book making the birds in it for Christmas tree

ornaments to give to my goddaughter. It has been easy to follow and I think the resulting birds have

turned out surprisingly well (for a newbie)--friends have been impressed!

This book is good for a beginner. Gives basic shapes for different type of bird. The instructions are

well written but they don't give enough detail on the birds you need a book on birds to look at



pictures for more detail. If you are looking for realistic looking birds you will not find in this book. If

you are just starting needle felting then it is a good starting place.

I just made the woodpecker and it came out very cute. Only thing lacking is what the final size of

each part should be since everyone has a different touch when felting. You find that one part is too

small or big to fit the body. I had a very tough time making the chenille wrapped leg, so I wish there

was a little more instruction on that and also what the final size of the feet should be. Very cute

patterns.

I have never done needle-felting, but a friend showed me some small animals she had made and I

decided I should try it. I havenâ€™t tried anything from the book yet, but the birds are exactly what

Iâ€™m looking for. I work with a non-profit nature preserve, and I hope to make birds for us to sell. I

asked my friend for her opinion of this book when it arrived, and she said it was an excellent how-to

book. She said she would like to use if for some of the project designs.

So very many ideas and techniques to make all sorts colorful birds for the avid needle felter. Very

useful to have in a craft library.

I love birds so I was delighted to stumble across this book. It has wonderful illustrations, easy follow

directions and pleasing to read. I have developed a love for felting and so these two loves made

once nice addition to my craft library.

Straight out of the box I made the hummingbird and it looks great. Fantastic pictures and

directions!!! The pictures are very clear as are the directions. Now I want to get her other books!!!
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